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Ethereum represents the gateway to a worldwide, decentralized computing paradigm. This platform enables you to run decentralized applications (DApps) and smart contracts that have no central points of failure or control, integrate with a payment network, and operate on an open blockchain. With this practical guide, Andreas M. Antonopoulos and Gavin Wood provide everything you need to know about building smart contracts and DApps on Ethereum and other virtual-machine blockchains. Discover why IBM, Microsoft, NASAQD, and hundreds of other organizations are experimenting with Ethereum. This essential guide shows you how to develop the skills necessary to be an innovator in this growing and exciting new industry. Run an Ethereum client, create and transmit basic transactions, and program smart contracts. Learn to access the audio for free via the Teach Yourself Library app or online from https://library.teachyourself.com/. What else can I use to learn Russian? If you require an absolute Beginner course, you can try our Get Started in Russian Absolute Beginner course: 97814414174892. Rely on Teach Yourself, trusted by language learners for over 75 years. This course in Spanish is designed for anyone who wants to progress quickly from the basics to understanding, speaking and writing with confidence. Aimed at those with no previous knowledge, it can also be used by anyone wanting to brush up existing knowledge or need the key skills for a holiday or business trip. Complete Russian is the perfect course for self-study learners, with a one-to-one tutor, or for the beginner classroom. It can also be used as a refresher course. What do I get? · 25 learning units plus verbs reference and word glossary and revision section · Discovery Method - figure out rules and patterns to make the language stick - Teaches the key skills - reading, writing, listening, and speaking - Learn to learn - tips and skills on how to be a better language learner -Culture notes - learn about the people and places of Russia - Outcomes-based learning - focus your studies with clear aims - Authentic listening activities - everyday conversations give you a flavor of real spoken Russian - Test Yourself - see and track your own progress "Complete Russian maps from Novice Low to Advanced Low level proficiency of ACTFL (American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages) and from A1 Beginner to B1/B2 Upper Intermediate level of the CEFR (Common European Framework of Reference for Languages) guidelines. Please note not all devices support the audio/video component of enhanced ebooks. We recommend you download a sample to check compatibility with your device. Alternatively, you'll be able to access the audio for free via the Teach Yourself Library app or online from https://library.teachyourself.com/. What else can I use to learn Russian? If you require an absolute Beginner course, you can try our Get Started in Russian Absolute Beginner course: 97814414174892 Rely on Teach Yourself, trusted by language learners for over 75 years.
This is the only reference you need to master English verbs. This book will help you learn tenses, irregular verbs, usage, phrasal verbs, and even commonly used idiomatic expressions.

Using a consistent, logical, and step-by-step approach, MEDICAL TERMINOLOGY: A LIVING LANGUAGE, 5/e introduces students to the anatomy and physiology of body systems and the corresponding medical terms related to them. For each body system, broad coverage of anatomy, physiology, pathology, diagnostic procedures, treatment procedures, and pharmacology is provided. The author emphasizes both terms built from Latin and Greek word parts, and modern English terms, helping students develop a full working word part vocabulary they can use to interpret any new term. This edition contains many new terms, and has been reorganized for more efficient learning. To eliminate confusion, Word Building tables have been removed from each chapter and the terms have been distributed throughout the pathology, diagnostic procedure, and treatment procedure tables, where they are more immediately relevant to students.

Living Languages is simply bursting with practical and original ideas aimed at teachers and trainee teachers of foreign languages in primary schools. Written by a team of experienced linguists, this book will inspire and motivate the foreign language classroom and the teachers who work within it. Living Languages comprises eight chapters and is structured around the integrated classroom, merging language learning with different aspects of the wider curriculum such as multimedia, performance, celebrations and festivals, creativity and alternative approaches to teaching languages. A DVD is also included with the book containing additional teaching materials and the associated films and audio recordings which make this a fully-developed and effective teaching resource. Over 50 real-life case studies and projects are presented, all of which have been tried and tested in the classroom with several having won recent educational awards. Ideas and activities outlined in this unique resource include: Languages across the curriculum helping to cement cross-curricular links and embed new languages in different contexts linking subjects such as history, science, PE and mathematics with French, German and Spanish; Arts and crafts projects in Languages, making and doing, including making books, creating beach huts and cooking biscuits; Languages, celebrations and festivals projects including the German Christmas market, Spanish Day of the Dead, celebrating Mardi Gras and the European Day of Languages among many others; Continuing Professional Development to inspire primary teachers to continue their individual professional development. The chapter contains concrete examples of others’ experiences in this area and includes details of support organisations and practical opportunities. Each project is explored from the teachers’ perspective with practical tips, lesson plans and reflections woven throughout the text such as what to budget, how to organise the pre-event period, how to evaluate the activity and whom to contact for further advice in each case. Activities and examples throughout are given in three languages – French, German and Spanish.

Do you want to be able to speak, read and write Modern Standard Arabic confidently? This bestselling course from Teach Yourself - the No.1 brand in language learning - teaches Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), used in writing and formal speech throughout the Arabic-speaking world to enable communication between speakers of the various regional varieties of Arabic. This new edition has complete audio support available separately - MP3 compatible. Complete Arabic is structured in thematic units and the emphasis is placed on communication, so that you effortlessly progress from introducing yourself and dealing with everyday situations, to using the phone and talking about work. By the end of this course, you will be at Level B2 of the Common European Framework for Languages: Can interact with a degree of fluency and spontaneity that makes regular interaction with native speakers quite possible without strain for either party. Learn effortlessly with a new easy-to-read page design and interactive features: NOT GOT MUCH TIME? One, five, and ten-minute introductions to key principles to get you started. AUTHOR INSIGHTS Lots of instant help with common problems and quick tips for success, based on the author's many years of experience. GRAMMAR TIPS Easy-to-follow building blocks to give you a clear understanding. USEFUL VOCABULARY Easy to find and learn, to build a solid foundation for speaking. DIALOGUES Read and listen to everyday dialogues to help you speak and understand fast. PRONUNCIATION Don't sound like a tourist! Perfect your pronunciation before you go. TEST YOURSELF Tests in the book and online to keep track of your progress. TRY THIS Innovative exercises illustrate what you’ve learnt and how to use it. This pack includes a book and two CDs of audio material. To learn the spoken Arabic of the Gulf region, pick up a copy of Complete Spoken Arabic of the Arabian Gulf, also from Teach Yourself: 9781444105469. Rely on Teach Yourself, trusted by language learners for over 75 years.

Beginner course, including coursebook, audio CDs, and online learning

Master American English and communicate with confidence As an experienced student of English, you know the language can be a tricky one to learn with its complex grammar and its many "exceptions to the rule" rules. Written by ESL guru Mark Lester--author of Grammar and Usage in the Classroom--this authoritative reference unravels these mysteries so you can take your English-language skills to the next level. You'll gain the confidence to speak English in any setting: in the workplace, at school, in social situations, and at home. Master those troublesome subjects that baffle even native speakers of English: articles * determiners * predicate adjective complements * post-noun modifiers * conjunctions * word order * verb tenses * modals * noun clauses

Master conversation with this bestselling workbook for learners of French Practice Makes Perfect: French Conversation is the go-to guide for expanding your conversational fluency. Organized into 10 units, it presents realistic everyday dialogues, followed by helpful instruction on correct syntax and word usage, as well as lots of conversation-ready phrases. Each dialogue is also followed by a variety of exercises that give the opportunity to put new concepts into action and encourage you to construct your own personalized conversations. THIS BOOK WILL HELP YOU TO: · Engage in dialogues that illustrate practical conversations · Expand your vocabulary · Understand new concepts with numerous realistic examples · Build new conversation skills through extensive practice THE BONUS APP THAT ACCOMPANIES
A proven grammar-based approach that gets you conversing in Spanish with confidence, right away Easy Spanish Step by Step proves that a solid grounding in grammar basics is the key to mastering a second language. Grammatical rules and concepts are clearly explained in order of importance, and more than 300 verbs and key terms are introduced on the basis of frequency. Numerous exercises and engaging readings help learners quickly build their Spanish speaking and comprehension prowess.

Revised and updated, the 2nd Edition of Living Language: An Introduction to Linguistic Anthropology presents an accessible introduction to the study of language in real-life social contexts around the world through the contemporary theory and practice of linguistic anthropology. Preparing future linguists, teachers, and applied linguists for the challenges they will face, this updated edition delivers a highly accessible and engaging introduction to the study of language in real-life social contexts around the world. Combines classic studies on language and cutting-edge contemporary scholarship and assumes no prior knowledge in linguistics or anthropology. Features a series of updates and revisions for this new edition, including an all-new chapter on nonverbal language. Provides a unifying synthesis of current research and considers future directions for the field.

Zelie Adebola remembers when the soil of Or sha hummed with magic. Burners ignited flames, Tiders beckoned waves, and Zelie s Reaper mother summoned forth souls. But everything changed the night magic disappeared. Under the orders of a ruthless king, maji were killed, leaving Zelie without a mother and her people without hope.

This simple and effective introduction to Farsi will teach you everything you need to speak, understand, read, and write in Farsi. This program assumes no background in the language, and it explains each new concept clearly with plenty of examples, making it ideal for beginners or anyone who wants a thorough review. Living Language Farsi includes: A course book and six audio CDs Two unique sets of recordings, one for use with the book, and a second for use anywhere to review and reinforce Natural dialogues, clear grammar notes, vocabulary building, and key expressions Plenty of practice, both written and recorded Notes on culture, cuisine, history, geography, and more

This product is most effective when used in conjunction with the corresponding audio support. Please note - this is a replica of the print book and you will need paper and a pencil to complete the exercises. Take your self-study presentation for clear understanding. AUDIO ANSWER KEY for 30 dialogue-based exercises. PROGRESS TRACKER to assess your progress.

Features essential words and phrases with explanations and translations, lesson dialogues, quizzes, and a pronunciation guide.

PLEASE NOTE - this is a replica of the print book and you will need paper and a pencil to complete the exercises. Take your self-study English language learning and confidence to the top level with the fourth practice book in the visual learning series English for Everyone. Practice Book: Level 4 Advanced will help you to solidify the skills you learn from the Course Book: Level 4 Advanced or from your other courses or studies. Strengthen your language for topics such as family life, business, and news, and the media. Grab your pen and work your way through the exercises as you cover each topic. Activities include filling in the blanks, true or false decision-making, matching the pairs, and much more. Audio material is provided at every stage through the English For Everyone website and Android/iOS apps to provide vital experience of spoken English and make even tricky phrases easy to understand. English for Everyone is aligned to the CEFR, the international standard for language learning, and ideal for preparation for major English-language exams including IELTS, TOEIC, and TOEFL. Whether you want to improve your English for work, study, or travel, the Practice Book: Level 4 Advanced is your perfect learning companion. Series Overview: English for Everyone series teaches all levels of English, from beginner to advanced, to speakers of English as a second language. Innovative visual learning methods introduce key language skills, grammar, and vocabulary, which are reinforced with a variety of speaking, reading, and writing exercises to make the English language easier to understand and learn. Visit www.dkefe.com to find out more.
understanding. **USEFUL VOCABULARY** Easy to find and learn, to build a solid foundation for speaking. **DIALOGUES** Read and listen to everyday dialogues to help you speak and understand fast. **PRONUNCIATION** Don't sound like a tourist! Perfect your pronunciation before you go. **TEST YOURSELF** Tests in the book and online to keep track of your progress. **EXTEND YOUR KNOWLEDGE** Extra online articles at: www.teachyourself.com to give you a richer understanding of the culture and history of Hindi speakers.

This dictionary includes more than 20,000 of the most frequently used Portuguese words. Readers will find more than simple definitions: Phrases, sentences and idiomatic expressions show how words are used in everyday Portuguese conversation. More than 1,000 of the most essential words are highlighted to make them easy to find. The Living Language(R) Portuguese Dictionary has been revised and updated to reflect modern usage and features new entries related to business, technology, and the media. This dictionary is included along with a coursebook in the Complete Living Language(R) Portuguese course, available in cassette and compact disc editions.

**Learn to speak, understand, read, and write Hindi with confidence.**

Learn Russian in 4 Simple Steps. With Living Language Complete Russian: The Basics, you’ll start by learning words, and then you’ll progress to phrases, sentences, and conversations. This simple four-step building block approach will have you speaking with confidence right from the beginning, and you’ll be able to learn gradually and effectively. If you’re confident in your pronunciation, then this coursebook includes everything you need - vocabulary, grammar, culture, and practice. But you can also use this book along with the four hours of recordings included in the Living Language Complete Russian: The Basics compact disc package, which also includes a handy learner’s dictionary. This comprehensive coursebook includes: •40 step-by-step lessons •Practical vocabulary and authentic everyday usage •Simple explanations and plenty of examples •Supplemental sections, including e-mail and internet resources •A comprehensive grammar reference section

Features essential words and phrases with explanations and translations and provides lesson dialogues, quizzes, and a pronunciation guide for learning the Greek language.

**Complete course, including 40 language lessons, a conversation manual with all translated phrases from the lessons, and a dictionary/phrasebook with frequently-used words highlighted.**

The audio CD contains all of the dialogues in the book.

‘Living Language & Literature 2nd edition’ has been devised to meet all the new specifications for AS and A level English Language & Literature. The popular previous edition has been comprehensively revised. ‘Living Language & Literature 2nd edition’ provides essential information on both linguistic theory and literary issues to promote the integrated study of language and literature. Through supported activities and investigations students will explore how and why writers create a particular style or voice in their texts and in doing this they will actively develop their skills in reading, listening and responding to an extensive range of text genres and data. Building on students’ own experience of language and literature, this text offers a wealth of shared, group and individual activities to lift the theory from the page and stimulate creative, creative and analytical work. In preparation for examinations and for coursework, students will learn how to apply their linguistic knowledge of literary, non-literary and multi-modal texts to produce imaginative, re-creative, comparative and analytical writing with related commentaries. On-line resources which offer exam and coursework exemplars, model answers, interactive activities and extended support for each unit in ‘Living Language & Literature 2nd edition’ can be found at www.alevel-english.co.uk.

PLEASE NOTE - this is a replica of the print book and you will need paper and a pencil to complete the exercises. Are you a beginner learning English as a second language? Everything you need is included in English for Everyone: Level 1: Beginner, Course Book-it's a grammar book, vocabulary builder, and exercise course all in one. Learn to engage in everyday topics such as your job, home, likes and dislikes, health, and more. This course book also covers how to talk about the present. English for Everyone: Level 1: Beginner, Course Book covers the language skills, vocabulary, and grammar needed for the major global English-language exams, including TOEFL. All learning is practiced across speaking, listening, reading, and writing exercises, offering rounded preparation for work, travel, study, and exams. Download the free app and practice online with free listening exercises at www.dkefe.com. Series Overview: English for Everyone series teaches all levels of English, from beginner to advanced, to speakers of English as a second language. Innovative visual learning methods introduce key language skills, grammar, and vocabulary, which are reinforced with a variety of speaking, reading, and writing exercises to make the English language easier to understand and learn. Visit www.dkefe.com to find out more.

Move confidently from beginner to intermediate level with this complete course that enables you to master the four key skills: reading, writing, listening and speaking. Through authentic conversations, vocabulary building, grammar explanations and extensive practice and review you will get the knowledge to use the language how you want to when you want to - from giving opinions to planning events. With our interactive Discovery Method, you’ll absorb language rules faster, remember what you learn easily, and put your French into use with confidence. COMPLETE FRENCH delivers noticeable results through: Learn to learn section - tips and skills on how to be a better language learner Outcomes-based learning - focus your studies with clear aims Discovery Method - figure out rules and patterns yourself to make the language stick Test yourself - see and track your own progress Vocabulary building - thematic lists and activities to help you learn vocabulary quickly

**Living Language English**
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